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ABSTRACT 

It is an environmental problem in the stadium where the sports event is held that a large amount of the paper cup 
is wasted along with beverage sales such as beer.  The returnable cup system has been carried out in Oita Big Eye for the 
reduction of waste and the effective use of resource.  In this study, life cycle inventory of the returnable cup system in this 
stadium was analyzed, and the reduction effect of energy consumption and solid waste was investigated by comparing with 
the conventional beverage service system using the paper cup.  As a result, it was confirmed to be able to decrease the 
amount of environmental loads in the beverage service by increasing the number of reuse in the returnable cup.  Changing 
to the beverage service with the returnable cup from the paper cup could largely reduce several environmental loads in Oita 
Big Eye.  

 
OBJECTIVE 

It is an environmental problem in the stadium 
where the sports event is held that a large amount of the 
paper cup is wasted along with beverage sales such as beer 
and soft drink.  In Oita Big Eye, the returnable cup system 
has been carried out for the reduction of waste and the 
effective use of resource.  In this study, life cycle 
inventory of the returnable cup system in this stadium was 
analyzed, and the reduction effect of energy consumption, 
water use, air emissions and solid waste was investigated 
by comparing with the conventional beverage service 
system using the paper cup. 
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INVENTORY DATA 

The function unit was the 500ml beverage service 
in one time use of a beverage container.  The scope in this 
study was the raw material production with resource, the 
container manufacturing, the beverage filling, distribution, 
recycling (the secondary material production) and waste.  
In addition, washing and transportation in the returnable 
cup and barrel collected after using were included with this 
range.  The following 6 beverage services were analyzed 
as the scenarios in this inventory.  
1. To paper cup from aluminum can 
2. To returnable cup (20 times use) from aluminum can 
3. To paper cup from sever (+barrel) 
4. To returnable cup (20 times use) from server (+barrel) 
5. To paper cup from PET bottle 
6. To returnable cup (20 times use) from PET bottle 

In Oita Big Eye, beer was sold in aluminum can and 
server, and soft drink was sold in PET bottle and server. 
  Environmental loads in this study were energy 
consumption, water use, CO2 emission, SOx emission, NOx 
emission and solid waste.  Energy consumption was 
divided into fossil fuel origin (feedstock energy and process 

energy) and biomass origin. 
  The relation between the rate of collection and the 
number of reuse in the returnable cup was shown by the 
following equation.  

Rate of collection(%) = 
n-1
n  ×100 

n = Number of reuse (times)   
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
1. Energy consumption in 6 beverage services 

Energy consumption in 6 beverage services was 
shown in Fig.1.  From this result, energy consumption in 
the beverage service of the returnable cup was less than that 
of the paper cup.  Further, the beverage service using the 
server was relatively small in all services.  Energy 
consumption in beverage services of the PET bottle was 
large because of including feedstock energy.       

 
 

 
Fig.1 Comparison of energy consumption in 6 

beverage services. 
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2. Relationship between the number of reuse for the 
returnable cup and environmental loads 
  Fig.2-4 showed relationship between the number of reuse 
for the returnable cup and environmental loads (water use, 
CO2 emission and solid waste) based on the paper cup.    
CO2 emission in Fig.3 was divided into fossil fuel origin 
and biomass origin.  As the results, it was confirmed to be 
able to decrease the amount of environmental loads in the 
beverage service by increasing the number of reuse in the 
returnable cup.  Water use and CO2 emission in the paper 
cup was larger than those in the returnable cup at the 
collection rate of 67%.  Therefore, it was necessary to use 
the returnable cup three times or more.  In the same way, 
solid waste in the paper cup was larger than that in the 
returnable cup at the collection rate of 80%, and it was 
necessary to use the returnable cup five times or more.  It 
is important to construct the returnable cup system that uses 
a lot of reuse to decrease environmental loads. 
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Fig.2 Relationship between the number of reuse 

for the returnable cup and water use. 
 

 
 

 
Fig.3 Relationship between the number of reuse 

for the returnable cup and CO2 emission. 
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for the returnable cup and solid waste. 

3
  The reduction effect of environmental loads in one game
was shown in Fig.5.  Environmental loads in one game 
were calculated by the following condition setting in Oita 
Big Eye. 
･Spectato
･Average of spectators in one game:25,000 people
･Beverage purchase rate: 60% 
･Number of beer purchase: 10,5
(The service to paper cup from alumin
service to paper cup from sever: 20%) 
･Number of soft drink purchase: 4,500 
(The service to paper cup from PET bo
service to paper cup from sever: 40%) 

As the result, it was suggested that se
ads could be largely reduced by changing to the beverage 

service with the returnable cup from the paper cup. 
  

F
loads in one game.  

nfirmed that chang
h the returnable cup from the paper cup could 

reduce several environmental loads in Oita Big Eye.  The 
construction of the returnable cup system that uses a lot of 
reuse is expected for environmental loads reduction. 


